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ARTISTIC DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

I am pleased to welcome you to this performance of Anastasia. Ballet Jörgen Canada proudly celebrated its 20th Anniversary with this full-length ballet which made its 2007 World Premiere in Glace Bay, Nova Scotia and went on to a successful and acclaimed Canadian Tour. We are delighted to be bringing this important work to the Smith Opera House in Geneva, New York, and thank Geneva Concerts for inviting us here.

The idea for this ballet grew out of a personal interest in Russian history and research I began eight years ago covering Russian society from the late 1800s through the early 1920s. Anastasia was a real historical figure and full of personality. Now, she is a remarkable myth transcending facts, reason and any attempts to bottle her up in the footnotes of history. She is the rambunctious free spirited youngest daughter of the last Tsar and the mythical woman who continues to fascinate people close to 90 years after her disappearance in July 1918—our ballet touches on both of these young women. The real human drama of a young girl cast adrift in one of the cataclysmic events of the 20th century is a story I found impossible to resist.

I am indebted to Toronto’s The Michael Young Family Foundation for their extraordinary financial support of this production. Additional funding for Anastasia was generously provided by the Canada Council for the Arts, numerous foundations, corporations and individuals from across the country. The original score for Anastasia was made possible with the support of The John D. McKellar Charitable Foundation.

Ballet is my passion and my goal is to inspire passion for this extraordinary art form in as many of North America’s vibrant communities as possible. Journeying far and wide, Ballet Jörgen Canada has managed to visit 220 communities in our efforts to connect people with ballet. I hope that, in some small way, our presentation will inspire your curiosity and imagination about Ballet Jörgen Canada and our work.

Thank you for coming and enjoy the show.

Warmest regards,

Bengt Jörgen
Artistic Director & CEO
Ballet Jörgen Canada
ANASTASIA

In loving memory of Ann-Hjördis Larsson, mother of Artistic Director Bengt Jörgen, whose steady belief in his and our doings we cherish.
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ANASTASIA SYNOPSIS

Act 1

Prologue
A young girl and a lady are looking at a photograph album and the woman talks about the photographs - the young girl sits transfixed, hanging on every word.

Scene 1
The gardens of the Alexander Palace at Tsarsko Selo, the Imperial residence – 1914
The young Grand Duchess Anastasia is busy playing with her companion Dimitry, the son of a palace kitchen maid. Anastasia proves to be quite a tomboy and the two begin roughhousing.

Anna, the imperial Nursemaid, enters and scolds her charge for carousing with a peasant. She chastises Anastasia and chases Dimitry out of the garden. In his hurry, he leaves behind his slingshot which Anastasia retrieves for safe keeping.

The Tsaritsa enters the gardens, accompanied by an Orthodox priest. Her stately elegance and quiet reserve is in complete contrast of her young daughter Anastasia. Shortly after the Tsaritsa’s arrival, Anastasia’s sister Tatiana enters the garden looking for her mother.

The tender moment between mother and daughters is interrupted by the arrival of a military messenger. He informs the Tsaritsa that Russia is going to war. The Tsaritsa shares the news with her companions and as the news reverberates through the Imperial household, they all fall to their knees to pray for Mother Russia.

Scene 2
Squares of villages and towns throughout the Empire
Throughout the Empire, Russians gather as the troops march off to war.
Scene 3
The gardens of the Alexander Palace at Tsarsko Selo, two years later.
Anastasia and her sister Tatiana, now more mature, are busy at work organizing medical supplies for the wounded at the hospital set up by the Tsaritsa and her daughters on the grounds of the Imperial residence. The serious nature of the task at hand is tempered by talk of Tatiana’s attraction to a handsome young officer.

The young officer enters the garden, offering his assistance and he escorts Tatiana off stage with the supplies, leaving Anastasia alone with her thoughts—she remembers the affections she had for her sole childhood playmate Dimitry and reminisces about this fond childhood memory. This realization sparks another memory: the slingshot, which Anastasia retrieves from the hiding spot she created so many years ago.

A commotion stirs her from her daydream. A dirty and dishevelled peasant staggers into the garden, clutching stolen goods from the palace. He freezes at the sight of Anastasia and drops his bundle to the ground. It is Dimitry and he is being pursued by the palace guards.

Anastasia retrieves his bundle and places it firmly back into his arms. Dimitry gratefully acknowledges her gesture and moves to exit but then realizes he is surrounded by the guards. Anastasia hides him and when the guards enter the garden, she assures them that she is alone. After the guards exit, the two former playmates have a brief moment of reconnection before Dimitry runs off.

Scene 4
St. Petersburg
Struggling under extreme conditions, the workers gather and demonstrate for food and peace for Mother Russia. The revolutionaries lead the call for change, and tensions mount. As the protests grow larger, the authorities spring into action. Chaos and panic ensues and the demonstration ends with arrests and injured Revolutionaries.

Scene 5
A warehouse
Some of the demonstrators who escape take refuge in an underground meeting place. They tend to their wounds and regroup. A revolutionary urges them to “take up armed and outright struggle with the regime”. We find Dimitry amidst this group of passionate, working class rebels. Their outrage against the pain and suffering of their people becomes a clear battle cry as weapons are distributed.

Scene 6
A drawing room within the palace
Anastasia prepares for her debut at court. Still very playful, she rebels against wearing the overblown dress coat to her first ball. Anastasia is a becoming a young woman and she is poised and beautiful. The Tsar enters and he presents his daughter with a beautiful tiara before escorting her to the grand ballroom.

Scene 7
The palace ballroom
All manner of aristocratic personalities adorn the palatial ballroom, enjoying the festivities, a stark contrast to the struggle of the working class. The gathered assembly
sink into curtseys and bows as the royal family is announced. Anastasia is presented before the court. After her first dance and as the Tsar and Tsaritsa lead the guests in the Grand Waltz, a military officer offers Anastasia his hand. The merriment reaches a crescendo, when a tremendous commotion brings the ball to a halt and revolutionaries rush in, with Dimitry amongst them.

The Imperial family is seized and Dimitry is ordered to arrest Anastasia, bringing them face-to-face before she is led away. 

**Act 2**

**Prologue**
The Imperial family and their entourage are led into captivity

**Scene 1**

*Ipatiev House - Ekaterinburg*

Peasants and soldiers mill about as the Imperial Family is lead to their new upstairs quarters. The sight of the humbled former rulers inspires a celebration amongst the working class. The power has shifted and the Empire is no more.

Downstairs, the atmosphere is disrupted by the entrance of Anastasia who is looking for food for her family. A reluctant soldier is ordered to bring her some bread and he demands payment—Anastasia is forced to hand over her tiara. An officer intervenes and returns the tiara to Anastasia and then dismisses the crowd, leaving Anastasia alone with two guards. She laments the bleak situation of her family, before retiring to join them upstairs. Grabbing the bread, she inadvertently leaves her tiara behind.

Now promoted from within the ranks, Dimitry enters, having arrived from Moscow and carries the execution order for the Imperial Family. He dismisses his escorts and his distress becomes visible, more so when he discovers the tiara that Anastasia left behind.

Anastasia returns to retrieve her tiara and catches Dimitry off guard. His happiness to see her is met with Anastasia’s coldness and anger. Dimitry implores her to not reject him as he wishes to talk to her. Anastasia sees his pain and allows herself a brief moment of hope before she realizes the futility of the situation. She turns away.

Dejected, Dimitry pours out his frustration over the situation, realizing that only he can now help his childhood friend. The soldiers enter, awaiting their orders. A military official picks up the execution order from the ground and hands it to Dimitry who is in charge of the operation.

**Scene 2**

*Upstairs Quarters*
The Imperial Family has been told that as the frontline of the civil war is rapidly approaching the city, they are to be moved. The family gathers for a short prayer.

Dimitry and the soldiers enter. As the Imperial Family exits with the soldiers, Dimitry takes the opportunity to grab Anastasia and hold her back. He begs desperately for Anastasia to listen to him and shows her the execution order, pleading with her to save herself. She realizes she may already be too late to help her family and overwhelmed by panic and confusion, she breaks down. Dimitry knows he must act quickly. He disguises Anastasia and then hides her in the room. He cuts his own arm, drawing blood, and then throws
open the window and raises the alarm for the guards. They burst into the room and he indicates that Anastasia has escaped through the open window. As the guards rush off to search for her. Pretending to join the search, Dimitry grabs Anastasia from her hiding place and hurries her out of the room.

**Scene 3**

*Outside – The grounds of the Ipatiev House and the nearby forest*

Dimitry leads the search party with a young soldier at his side. He dispatches the other soldiers and the young soldier remains. It is Anastasia, who is clearly terrified. Dimitry leads her off into the woods and they hear the sound of gunshots. All goes silent and Anastasia wildly tries to run in the direction of the shots. Dimitry restrains her. He tries to soothe her but she is devastated—the two young lovers realize the hopelessness of their situation. They cling to each other for comfort and then escape further into the woods.

**Scene 4**

*The next morning, a nearby convent*

The young lovers come to the convent gates. A nun comes out and watches their tearful farewell. She ushers Anastasia into the sanctuary of the convent walls. Dimitry is left alone at the convent gate and sends a final prayer for Anastasia's safe keeping.

**Epilogue**

The lady ends her story and closes the photograph album. The young girl's eyes shine in amazement at the story and she grabs the older woman's hand. They sit down and the lady reaches into her shawl pocket and takes out the tiara which she gently places in the young girl's hand.

---
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